Name: _____________
Power Point Planner
In order for to meet the expectations for this project this presentation must include
the following:
____ One picture of your animal (from clip art or the internet)
6 slides that contain all the necessary information as indicated below for each slide:
Be sure to fill out the information for each slide first (on the attached sheets) then create
your slide show.
_____ Slide One
-Title (animal name), your name, date and a picture of an animal (from
clipart or the internet)
_____ Slide Two
-Title (habitat of your animal), describe the habitat and where in the
world it can be found
_____ Slide Three
-Title (predators and food sources for your animal), is your animal an
omnivore, herbivore, or carnivore, what your animal eats, the predators of
your animal
_____ Slide Four
-Title (how humans have impacted the habitat of your animal),
describe how humans have impacted your animal’s habitat
_____ Slide Five
-Title (interesting facts about your animal), list interesting facts about
your animal.
_____ Slide Six
-Title (Bibliography), document the sources that you used for your report.
Editing List (check each item you have completed)
_____ Does every slide include all the needed information?
_____ Did you put a title on every slide?
_____ Did you use correct spelling and punctuation on each slide?
_____ Did you show your slide show to a classmate?
_____ Did you have the teacher help edit your slide show (this is done last)?

Slide One:
Animal Name

Picture of animal here. This picture can be
from clipart or the internet.

By,
Your Name
Date

Slide Two:

Slide Two:
Habitat of a _________________

Describe the habitat of your animal and where in the world it can be found.

Slide Three:
Predators and Food Sources for a ________________

Describe if your animal is an omnivore, herbivore, or carnivore. Describe what your animal eats and
what it’s predators are.

Slide Four:

How Humans Have Changed or Impacted the Habitat of a ____________________

Describe what humans have done to change our impact the habitat of your animal.

Slide Five:

Slide Five:
Interesting Facts About a __________________

Describe any interesting facts about your animal.

Slide 6:

Bibliography
Document the sources that you used for your report in correct form (see attached form).

